GAMES
ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

SABOTEUR: THE DARK CAVE

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #275

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 275.....................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

GAMES

Saboteur returns to the caves! You’ve
already discovered the gold, but an
earthquake is collapsing the cave! Battle
the opposing team & the saboteurs on
your team to be the first to get your gold
out on time wins! Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
AGI 22724................................$15.00

ANDREWS McMEEL PUBLISHING

25TH CENTURY GAMES
LAST CODE STANDING

RA

The classic Reiner Knizia auction game
RA returns in a brand new edition with
updated components and beautiful
artwork from Ian O’Toole. Scheduled to
ship in January 2023.
25C 20000.................................$49.99

ANKAMA

9TH LEVEL GAMES
HORSESHOE ACADEMY RPG

Ever since you were a foal you’ve dreamed of
Horseshoe Academy. A magical school for horses,
full of mysterious books, exciting sports, and
hopefully your new best friends! You finally get
your chance to go there! The biggest challenge at
Horseshoe Academy won’t be studying for arcane
exams or defending your herd from monsters. It will
be making sure everyone’s included. Will you resist
the drama and gallop into friendships that will last
a lifetime? Excellent Equine Roleplaying featuring
high School, homework, & horses. Scheduled to ship
in December 2022.
9LG 8220.................................................$14.99

AMIGO GAMES

DICE HUNTERS OF THERION

From Richard Garfield. Players roll dice to
hire heroes, find loot & capture outlaws!
Will you earn the most money? Scheduled
to ship in October 2022.
AGI 22730..................................$25.00

ARKEIS: MEEMA EXPANSION

ARKEIS

Arkeis is a cooperative, story-driven,
campaign game with minis set among
ancient Egyptian ruins. Each player takes
control of an adventurer as they explore
a modular board. Players have up to two
actions per turn: search, move, assist an
ally or fight one of the numerous dangers
waiting for them in the tombs! The results
of their actions can be altered by the
equipment and character upgrades they
earn during the campaign. They can push
their luck at the risk of being cursed or
suffering lasting traumas from injuries!
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LUM ANK300............................$119.99

The Meema Expansion contains many
elements, among which Meema herself
occupies the central spot: she’s a fully
playable character joining the four colorful
characters already available! In order to fit
into your games, she comes with her own
miniature, player board and Experience
cards. But that’s not all! The expansion also
contains a new scenario in which Meema
will take the stage! This exclusive episode
takes place before the main campaign
begins and will teach you more about her
and her place in the grand story of Arkeis…
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LUM ANK301..............................$21.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Crack your opponent’s number code,
before they can figure out yours, in this
fast, fun game of logic and deduction,
presented by Puzzlemaster Will Shortz.
Perfect for fans of Mastermind. Draw your
tiles, create your sequence, and take turns
trying to break each other’s codes for the
win, but watch out for the wrong answers!
With thousands of possible combinations,
every game is an exciting new challenge.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
AMP 876487..............................$24.99
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THE ARMY PAINTER

PLAYMAT - CHRISTMAS DRAGON
2022 (DISPLAY 20)

GAMES

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
ATM 20510.................................$22.99

ARKEIS: SANDWORM EXPANSION

The Sand Worm Expansion holds an
additional
stand-alone
replayable
scenario, an awesome Sand Worm
Mini, a new set of 44 cards, extra
search tokens, and one more upgrade
for your camps! Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
LUM ANK302..............................$34.99

ARKEIS: SPHINX EXPANSION

A brand-new scenario (integrated directly
in the campaign) in which the Sphinx will
make its appearance in a context you’ve
never seen before! Like the other scenarios,
it comes with its own crate box, containing
no less than 39 expedition cards, 5 new
adversary cards for the Sphinx, 6 special
door tokens and zone markers! Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
LUM ANK303..............................$14.99

ARCANE TINMEN

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DRAGON SHIELD ROLEPLAYING: SPELL CODEX
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ARCANE WONDERS

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
TAP GM1004........................ $49.99

BANDAI CO.

RWBY COMBAT READY:
TEAM JNPR EXPANSION

Team JNPR has entered the fray!
Introducing four unique Huntsmen to
battle alongside team RWBY against the
forces of Grimm. Play as honorable Lie
Ren, dependable Jaune, feisty Nora, and
the legendary Pyrrha – or mix-and-match
Huntsmen from the base game to craft
your perfect team.
AWG RWBYCR02........................$34.99

ARES GAMES

ARCANE PURPLE

FOREST GREEN

ATM 50019.................................$29.99

ATM 50016.................................$29.99

ASHEN WHITE

IRON GREY

GAMEMASTER: CHARACTER
STARTER PAINT SET

DIGIMON TCG: ADVANCED DECK
SET DISPLAY (8) (ST14)

This is the first Mega Deck Set in the
Digimon Card Game themed around the
fan favorite Beelzemon! All cards are
silver foil, and the deck is more powerful
than the regular starter deck set, so even
beginners can play with a strong deck
right away! In addition, there is a “lucky
deck” that contains special-edition cards a must have item also for collectors! NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2662781.................................... PI

THE RICH AND THE GOOD
ATM 50017.................................$29.99

ATM 50020.................................$29.99

DRAGON SHIELDS: BRUSHED ART

CHRISTMAS DRAGON 2022
(DISPLAY 10) (100)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
ATM 12080.................................$13.99

JAPANESE (60) BRUSHED ART
- CHRISTMAS DRAGON 2022
(DISPLAY 10)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
ATM 12610...................................$9.49

The Rich and the Good is the new edition
of Carlo Rossi’s cult classic Hab & Gut
with a completely new graphic design, still
featurning Michael Menzel’s great art, and
a new 2-players game mode. In the game,
you trade in commodities from all over
the world, and you have access to inside
information to aid your investments and
manipulate the markets. You are not alone
in doing this, though. Your competitors also
have a deep knowledge of the markets, and
will be able to react to every one of your
moves, while at the same time trading in
the same precious commodities you have
interests in. You must outwit and outsmart
them! However, personal wealth is not
all it takes to rise to the top and become
a powerful member of High Society.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
AGS AREU005............................$39.90

DIGIMON TCG: DIMENSIONAL
PHASE BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
(BT11)

Enhance DigiXros decks from BT10 with the first ever appearance
of Shoutmon X7 and Bagramon!
This product includes Digimon and
characters from the Digimon World
video game series, with illustrations
based on scenes from the game. Three
special cards from previous products
are reprinted in Set 11 with a new
alternate design.
BAN 2650219............................... PI

DIGIMON TCG: OFFICIAL SLEEVES (2023) DISPLAY (12)

Contains 12 assorted Digimon sleeve packs with 60 sleeves each. Four different designs
new for 2023. Scheduled to ship in March 2023. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 9035544	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

Contains 4 Booster Packs and 2 Limited Promo Cards
(same card). NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2650570........................................................... PI

GAMES

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG: PREMIUM PACK
SET 03 DISPLAY (8) (PP11)

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG:
STARTER DECK 21 DISPLAY (6) (SD21)

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG:
STARTER DECK 22 DISPLAY (6)
(SD22)

This is a chance to start fresh with a new
recreation of the original series with the
Z deck and new skills with Z03. Includes
seven Z Cards which is the maximum
number of Z Cards in a Z Deck, making
it a powerful preconstructed deck ready
for the Zenkai environment right out of
the box! Enhance the Z Card Effects to
be Expanded in Z03 with this starter and
rearrange your starter and booster to
create a powerful synergy. This will be the
first starter deck after the Championship
Finals, providing a great opportunity to
get started on DBSCG for the upcoming
season! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
BAN 2650572.................................... PI

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG:
ZENKAI - SET 03 BOOSTER
DISPLAY (24) (B20)

New exclusive effects have been
added to increase the use of Z
cards, expanding the variety of play
and making the Zenkai series even
more fun! Android 21, which has
been highly requested by fans to be
reintroduced and is finally here! It not
only works well with the Z03 theme,
but it is also a powerful card that
will dominate the game! Also, Z03 is
themed around “Power absorption”,
and features an attractive lineup of
other powerful characters, including
the popular Majin Buu from DBZ.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2650569............................... PI
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This is a chance to start fresh with a new recreation of the
original series with the Z deck and new skills with Z03.
Includes seven Z Cards which is the maximum number of
Z Cards in a Z Deck, making it a powerful preconstructed
deck ready for the Zenkai environment right out of the box!
Enhance the Z Card Effects to be Expanded in Z03 with this
starter and rearrange your starter and booster to create a
powerful synergy. This will be the first starter deck after the
Championship Finals, providing a great opportunity to get
started on DBSCG for the upcoming season! NOTE: This
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BAN 2650571.............................................................PI
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ONE PIECE TCG: NAVY STARTER DECK
DISPLAY (6) (ST-06)

JOAN OF ARC:
ORLEANS DRAW & WRITE

GAMES

New Navy Deck led by Sakazuki! A new ready to play
“Black” deck. Start playing the One Piece Card Game
with this new color and catch up with the rest. In addition
to the leader Sakazuki, many popular characters from the
Navy such as Smoker, Garp, and Koby will be included
in the deck! A super control deck based on the concept of
“K.O. your opponent‘s character,” inspired by Sakazuki’s
belief of “Absolute Justice.” Knock down the enemies that
stand in your way! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2662784.......................................................... PI

RISE
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ONE PIECE TCG: PARAMOUNT WAR BOOSTER DISPLAY (24) (OP-02)
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A new draw and write game in the Orleans
universe! In Joan of Arc, you will draft followers
that will help you move around France, gather
goods, build buildings, establish trading
stations, make money, and contribute to
beneficial deeds. The player who best utilizes
their followers will score the most points and
win! Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
CSG ORL701..................................... $29.95

Featuring characters such as Whitebeard Pirates, The Three Admiral, Ivankov, and
many others who went on a rampage in Paramount War. Also includes a number
of cards that can enhance the deck ST-06 to be released simultaneously! Full-fledged
inclusion of the new “Black” color cards! This set will enhance the decks to be released
simultaneously and including new combinations of multicolored leaders, such as the
red and black Garp, and more. Adding a new range of strategies through combos
never seen before. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
BAN 2662782	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

In RISE, you are responsible for the economic
and social development of a city. In addition,
you must also nurture the well-being of the
citizens. Can you balance industrial progress
and environmental pollution to keep your citizens
happy and content? You will need money to
further develop the city..but how much will you
raise taxes and rent to do so? A multitude of
different options await you in RISE to make these
life-changing choices.
CSG RISE-01...................................... $54.95

BLACK SITE STUDIOS
CATALYST GAME LABS

YAFSIGA: CORE RULEBOOK

In this skirmish-scale wargame players build
warbands to face their rivals in combat, aiming to
secure treasure, knowledge, and territory in this
perilous no-man’s land. Should they prove successful,
the spoils of victory and great renown await them
upon their return from this perilous deathtrap now
known as the Bloomsreach. Whether you are a
seasoned wargaming veteran or a newcomer to
the hobby, Yafsiga offers a fresh new experience
for everyone. This includes a diceless method for
resolving combat, a unique and flavorful method
for quickly building your forces from the ground up,
and a bespoke scenario generator to ensure no two
games of Yafsiga are ever the same. Scheduled to
ship in December 2022.
BSS FAN9900......................................... $59.99

BATTLETECH: ALPHA STRIKE
- BOX SET

In Battletech: Alpha Strike,
you take command of largescale engagements, fueled by
tabletop miniatures gameplay
designed for the modern
wargamer. Inside is everything
you need to start tossing dice
and moving miniatures on your
game table. Scheduled to ship
in December 2022.
CAT 35690..................... $79.99

CAPSTONE GAMES

BEER & BREAD

Face off in the friendly rivalry
between two villages that have
dedicated themselves to the dual
tradition of brewing beer and
baking bread. With shared fields
and resources, each of you must
strive to harmonize your actions of
harvesting, producing goods, and
upgrading your abilities. Between
fruitful and dry years, you must
attain an efficient balance between
your production of beer and that of
bread, because only then will you be
able to take the victory. Scheduled to
ship in February 2023.
CSG BB-01.......................$34.95

CHAOSIUM
REGENCY CTHULHU: DARK DESIGNS IN
JANE AUSTEN’S ENGLAND

Regency Cthulhu: Darkness and Decorum in
Jane Austen’s England is a historical sourcebook
for the Call of Cthulhu roleplaying game. Set
in the early Regency period (circa 1813), it
describes the fictional town of Tarryford in
Wiltshire, England, as well as presenting two
scenarios designed to introduce players to
both the time period and the town’s mysteries.
Suitable for use with both classic Call of Cthulhu
and Pulp Cthulhu rules, players take on the
roles of budding Regency investigators, be they
members of the gentry or the working classes.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
CHA 23179-H..................................... $44.99

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT
ROTTEN TOMATOES: THE CARD GAME

Based on Rotten Tomatoes, the definitive website for movie
reviews. Party game for up to 20 players! Easy-to-learn,
fast-paced gameplay. Rank movies based on what you think
their Tomatometer scores are! Wild Cards invite all players
to shout out answers at the same time. Scheduled to ship in
December 2022.
CZE 29828........................................................... $24.99

The Imperial Zoo is a bestiary and
travelogue of three daring expeditions
into the Old World, ranging from the
heights of Karak Kadrin to the city of
Miragliano in the southern land of Tilea.
It includes profiles for over 60 unique
creatures, beasts and monsters of the Old
World perfect to challenge even the most
competent of adventurers. Also included
are six new pre-generated Characters,
each with their own skills, talents, and
shady past, perfect to pick up and dive
into a campaign focused on the truly
mammoth threats that stalk the Old World.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
CB7 2450...................................$39.99

WARHAMMER FANTASY RPG:
THE IMPERIAL ZOO
COLLECTOR’S EDITION

The Imperial Zoo Collector’s Edition is
designed to be as in-universe as possible,
with a faux leather cover, embossed
details, Spot UV to highlight even more
detail and texture, and a gold foil stamp
that would make the finest print presses
in Altdorf proud. The spine of the book
is rounded with raised hubs, and the
paper edges are deckled, giving them a
distressed look reminiscent of the sort of
dusty tomes one might hide in the attic
from prowling witch hunters. Scheduled to
ship in January 2023.
CB7 2468...................................$79.99

DIAMOND COMIC DISTRIBTORS

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ANIMATED SERIES LUNCHBOX AND THERMOS

EXCLUSIVE! Metal lunchbox and thermos with images from the Dungeons & Dragons
animated series.
DIA STL238556	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ PI
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WARHAMMER FANTASY RPG:
THE IMPERIAL ZOO
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DOLPHIN HAT GAMES

FREE LEAGUE PUBLISHING

BLADE RUNNER RPG

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

TACO CAT GOAT CHEESE PIZZA:
HALLOWEEN EDITION
(STAND ALONE OR EXPANSION)

GAMES

This is the Halloween themed edition of the wildly
popular hand-slapping party game. It includes all
of the characters dressed in their favorite costumes!
Scheduled to ship in September 2022.
DHG TCGCPHW...........................................$9.99

DV GIOCHI
CORE RULEBOOK
BLADE RUNNER RPG: STARTER SET

DECKSCAPE: IN WONDERLAND

This is the Starter Set for the official
Blade Runner Roleplaying Game. A
neon noir wonderland that will take your
breath away, one way or another. An
evocative world of conflicts and contrasts
that dares to ask the hard questions and
investigate the power of empathy, the
poison of fear, and the burden of being
human during inhumane times. An iconic
and unforgiving playground of endless
possibilities that picks you up, slaps you in
the face, and tells you to wake up. Time to
live. Or time to die.
FLF BLR003..................................$49.99
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The Deckscape Series visits Wonderland. White
Rabbits, half-crazed hatters, and a captivating
cat are just some of the characters and puzzles
you will find in this game. Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
DVG 5745......................................... $14.99

DICE SET

FLF BLR005..................................$19.99

DECKTECTIVE: YOU CAN’T
CHEAT DEATH

Las Vegas, 1955, everyone at one of
the Domein’s Casino tables is found dead.
Can you solve the crime Scheduled to ship in
October 2022.
DVG 5743......................................... $14.99

GAME RUNNER SCREEN

EVIL HAT
PRODUCTIONS

FIRESIDE GAMES

FLF BLR004	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

CY_BORG RPG

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

IMPROV FOR GAMERS
(2ND EDITION) HARDCOVER

Improv for Gamers (2nd Edition) details
over 50 improv exercises to help gamers
become more creative, confident, and
spontaneous. This newly-updated and
expanded second edition is more than
NOV 50% bigger than the original, adding new
2022 advice and new exercises to the mix!
EHP 0058....................................$25.00
6

The official Blade Runner RPG propels
players into the streets of Los Angeles as
Blade Runners with unique specialties,
personalities – and memories. The game
pushes the boundaries of investigative
gameplay in tabletop RPGs, giving players
a range of tools to solve an array of cases
far beyond retiring Replicants.
FLF BLR001..................................$57.99

CASTLE PANIC: SECOND EDITION THE WIZARDS TOWER EXPANSION

With The Wizard’s Tower, magic comes to
the world of Castle Panic. Play spell cards,
catch Monsters on fire, and do damage in
exciting new ways. All while a new army
of smarter, stronger, and faster Monsters
try to tear down your Castle. Scheduled to
ship in January 2023.
FSD 1017....................................$29.95

CY_BORG RPG: CORE RULEBOOK
(MORK BORG COMPATIBLE)

A Nano-infested doomsday RPG about
cybernetic misfits and punks raging
against a relentless corporate hell. CY_
BORG is a complete rules-light, rageheavy tabletop roleplaying game based
on and compatible with MÖRK BORG.
FLF FLW15..................................$49.99

ASSET PACK

A bundle of game accessories for the CY_
BORG RPG that’ll make your cybernetic
life somewhat easier at the table. A highres map of Cy with its sectors and blocks.
Fillable character sheet. The Location Pad
- 34 one-page locations with adventure
hooks. The one-page adventure Reaper
Repo. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
FLF FLW17..................................$39.99

FORBIDDEN GAMES

MOSAIC: A STORY OF
CIVILIZATION

FUNKO

FUNNY FOX

What would your friends do in hilarious
and awkward situations faced by Schitt’s
Creek characters? Find out in this laughterfilled game of what-would-you-choose.
The answers may surprise you… shock
you… or even make you feel that this
situation is incorrect! Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
FNK 63452.................................$19.99

The restaurant industry in Paris is buzzing
after the inauguration of a new pedestrian
square in a very popular district for
Parisians and tourists from all around
the globe. It is a golden opportunity for
you, restaurant owners, to open one of
the addresses that will contribute to the
culinary diversity and the reputation of the
French capital. However, there isn’t space
for everyone and your opponents could
throw a wrench in your gears!
HBG FUDIN-EN...........................$44.99

GAME NIGHT ACCESSORIES

THE GAME NIGHT BOOK

Take your game night to the next level when you
bring out The Game Night Book! This must-have
accessory to game night will bring back the
laughter and reminders of who actually won or
lost games, when you record your scores in the
brag board or just look back at the variety of
scoresheets. Never forget a house rule again by
writing it down under House Rules, which can be
found near the Games We Love and the Games
we Hate. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
GNA GNB1........................................... $12.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

DINNER IN PARIS
SCHITTS’ CREEK: LOVE THAT
JOURNEY PARTY GAME

GAMES

In Mosaic, you will guide an
ancient civilization from its
founding. Your decisions will
determine whether it will thrive
and be remembered as the
greatest civilization in history,
or falter and be lost to the
sands of time. YOU control the
destiny of your civilization with
every decision that you make.
FRB 51150................. $69.99
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GAMELYN GAMES

GATE KEEPER GAMES

MIGHTY TINY DICE 7 POLYHEDRAL DICE SET)

TINY EPIC VIKINGS
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GAMES

Scheduled to ship in April 2023.

TINY EPIC VIKINGS

Lead your clan over 3 eras, hoping to
claim the icy lands for your own. Play
Viking Cards that represent the clan’s
leaders, choosing the best builders,
harvesters, explorers, and warriors. Raid
and conquer the islands with settlers, build
boats and temples, and battle for the favor
of the gods!
GLG TEVRE.................................$30.00

CARIBBEAN TIDE

RAINBOW BITS

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
GKG TINYSG222........................$14.95

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
GKG TINYSG777........................$14.95

COGNITIVE DISSONANCE

SEA SPARKLE

GM ASSIST DICE (10 DICE SET)

GKG GMA..................................$34.95

HALFSIES DICE

THE HEIR - UPGRADED CASE
(12 D6 DICE SET)

Scheduled to ship in Feburary 2023.
GKG TINYES53...........................$14.95

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
GKG TINYR3...............................$14.95

GKG H239D6.............................$17.95

YIN YANG

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
GKG TINYH87.............................$14.95

CLAN MATS 4 PACK

GLG TEVA02...............................$25.00

PHOENIX (12D6 DICE SET)

GKG H544D6.............................$17.95

POLICE BOX
(7 POLYHEDRAL DICE SET)

GKG H37....................................$14.95

GAME MAT

GLG TEVA01...............................$25.00

MYSTERY DICE (7 POLYHEDRAL DICE SET)

Scheduled to ship in September 2022.
GKG MD7D	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $12.95

GIGAMIC
YIN YANG (12D6 DICE SET)

GKG H578D6.............................$17.95

AKROPOLIS

RAGNAROK EXPANSION

The Ragnarok Expansion introduces
Giants that will control the islands and
weaken the god’s fury. It also introduces
Valkyries and Giant Slayers that will join
forces with your Vikings to combat the
NOV Giants! Also included are 6 new gods
2022 to further expand the strategies and
variability of Tiny Epic Vikings!
10 GLG TEVRG.................................$15.00

MAGNET DICE
(7 POLYHEDRAL DICE SET)

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
GKG MAGNET............................$74.95

Akropolis will have you building
outwards and upwards to create the most
prestigious, layered city at the table. The
higher the building, the better it can score
so its onwards and upwards in a tilelaying game like no other! Scheduled to
ship in June 2022.
HBG GAKR-EN............................$29.99

2035. The world has changed little. Huge
multinationals have now taken over and
nanotechnologies are part of everyday
life. Icarus was created to respond to the
new challenges that this new way of life
brings. Scheduled to ship in August 2022.
HBG GCRFO-EN..........................$34.99

HELLAPAGOS

Co-operative play with a backstabbing
twist, Hellapagos is survival of the sneakiest!
Deserted on an island where resources are
scarce, you must work together to build a
raft. Only question is, do you have what it
takes to secure your seat?
HBG GFXH..................................$24.99

KATAMINO: FAMILY EDITION

Geometric puzzles just got more fun in
Katamino Family! Can you fit your pieces
into the grid first? Using cards and easy to
hold components, this even more colourful
and accessible version is enjoyable for
gamers of all ages!
HBG GZUF..................................$37.99

HELLAPAGOS: BIG BOX EDITION

MICONS

Micons is a game for children that makes
them observe, think, and argue, all in a
casual game. On their turn, the players look
if they have among their card some object
which has the right characteristic: it could
be some shape, color, but also concepts
like sweet, salted, hot, spicy etc. The first
player to get rid of all of their cards win.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG GJTO-EN.............................$11.99

KATAMINO: POCKET EDITION
HELLAPAGOS: THEY’RE NO LONGER
ALONE EXPANSION

When exploring their island, the castaways
of Hellapagos made a discovery that changes
everything! Other marooned voyagers have already
established themselves here, and it seems they have
been here a number of years, because they have
forgotten the basics of civilized living!
HBG GEGA-EN............................................$9.99

KATAMINO

IMAGIDICE

Unleash Your Imagination with Imagidice!
Throw the dice and create a story
from the pictures revealed to open up
an infinite world limited only by your
collective imaginings! Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
HBG GJIM-EN.............................$11.99

Katamino is the original, award winning
logic puzzle. With over 500 pre-set
layouts, you always have something new
to solve! Chunky and colourful, placing
polyominoes in the perfect place will
exercise your mind in ways you never
thought possible.
HBG GZKC-EN............................$37.99

Great for playing in the back of the car,
on a coffee break, or wherever the urge
strikes. Players must completely cover
the game board with pieces of varying
shapes and sizes. It may sound simple, but
with over 500 puzzles to try and nearly
limit less combinations, there is always a
harder puzzle to solve. Don’t get bored
anymore when you travel!
HBG GZKP-EN.............................$24.99

MOVIE MIND

With your team, dive into the scenery of
Movie Mind, scrutinize the smallest detail
and try to answer the 5 questions in
time to earn as many points as possible.
Questions are divided up to match each
player/team’s color and a bonus question
can be answered that awards the whole
5 points at once. 800 films to be found
through more than 1000 questions
covering all cinematographic styles:
Ghostbusters, Interstellar, The Silence of
the Lambs, Shrek, The Fabulous Destiny
of Amélie Poulain and more. Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
HBG GTRO-EN............................$34.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Hellapagos is a “co-opetition” game in which
players struggle to survive on a desert island and
build a raft to escape before a hurricane devastates
them. While players need to work together, its not
likely that everyone will survive this backstabbing
negotiation game for up to twelve players. This
edition includes the expansion They’re No Longer
Alone that adds the following new features to the
game: 20 character cards, 30 event cards and 20
additional Shipwreck cards. All three expansion
elements are independent; players can incorporate
a single new component, or all three if they wish.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG GFXLH-EN....................................... $29.99

GAMES

CRITICAL

MARRAKECH

The bazaar is bustling as Assam, the
market organizer, inspects the rugs to
determine which of them is the best. Places
your rugs to cover up those of others to
control the market. Watch out, if you land
on another player’s carpets you’ll have to
pay the fee.
HBG GCMA-EN...........................$37.99

PEEK A MOUSE

Observe the different rooms of the house
through the windows before the flashlight
goes out. Work together to remember the
location and direction of the tokens in
order to find as many objects as possible
NOV
before the little mice return!
2022
HBG GKMA-EN...........................$37.99
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PYLOS

Simple rules, quick rounds, and rather
subtle tactics: Pylos is one of the strangest
yet most beautiful abstract games on the
market today, and winner of several Game
of the Year awards around the world. The
object is to save your marbles so that you
can be the one to place a marble at the very
top of the pyramid. Pylos offers a unique
challenge that is irresistibly attractive as
both a game and a decorative object.
HBG GCPY-EN............................$37.99

QUARTO

In Quarto Classic, simply place four
pieces in a row to win. In a tactical twist,
however, each one must share something
in common, and your challenger selects
which pieces you play. Victory lies in the
hands of your opponent!
HBG GCQA-EN...........................$37.99

2022
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Quixo is a simple but not simplistic game,
whose rules can be learned in just thirty
seconds. Anyone can play! Line up 5
cubes in a row, pushing your lines of cubes
horizontally or vertically. This is one of the
few strategic games that can be played
by 2 or 4 players (in teams). Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
HBG GDQI..................................$24.99

SPECIFIC

Can you name a carnivore with four feet
which lives on the land? Be specific in this
lively educational game. Scheduled to ship
in November 2022.
HBG GJSP-EN.............................$11.99

SQUADRO
QUARTO: MINI EDITION
PYLOS MINI

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG GDPY..................................$24.99

Mini version of the classic Gigamic
abstract game!
HBG GDQAM-EN........................$24.99

QUORIDOR

Do you have what it takes to escape? In
Quoridor, there are only two actions; build
a wall or move. Blocking your opponents is
key. To win, however, you must find a way
out of the maze you have created!
HBG GCQO-EN..........................$37.99

The goal is simple: move four of your five
pieces across the board and then back to
the side they started from. But be careful!
Blocking your opponent risks having your
piece sent backwards and can give your
opponent a bonus move! Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
HBG GCSQ.................................$37.99

TRIOLET

QUANTIK

Quantik is a pure abstract strategy game.
The goal is to be the first player to pose the
fourth different forms of a line, a column
or a square zone. Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
HBG GCQU-EN...........................$37.99

QUIXO

In Quixo, players take turns rotating cubes
then and pushing them horizontally or
vertically on the board until one of the
players (or teams) has lined up 5 cubes
of their symbol in a line. Quick to teach
but challenging to master, Quixo is sure to
delight your customers.
HBG GCQI-EN............................$37.99

QUANTIK MINI

NOV

QUIXO MINI

Quantik is a pure abstract strategy game.
The goal is to be the first player to pose the
fourth different forms of a line, a column or
a square zone. Mini version. Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
HBG GDQU-EN...........................$24.99

QUORIDOR JUNIOR

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG GKQJ-EN............................$19.99

Triolet is a numbers games in which the
objective is make “15” with three tiles on a
board. Players lay 1, 2, or 3 tiles intersecting
crossword-style on a board. Additional
points are scored when three tiles equal
15 or all three tiles are placed in one go.
It’s an easy game to learn and the “double”,
“triple” and “bis” squares ensure that players
who have started slowly can catch up. When
the tiles run out, the game ends and whoever
has scored the most points wins. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
HBG GZFTR-EN...........................$29.99

QUORIDOR MINI

Quoridor is a must among strategy games.
Its rules are amazingly simple: just make
it through the labyrinths your opponent
creates to get to the other side. This game
requires strategy and quick thinking for two
players and offers a load of fun for four..
Both occasional and expert players from
around the world recognize the fun and
exceptional strategic aspects of Quoridor.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG GDQA-EN...........................$24.99

YOGI

It’s KNOT what you think! Yogi is a party game
that will have you and your friends twisting
and turning (and laughing, of course!). Each
turn you draw a card with a simple instruction,
such as putting the card on top of your head or
putting your finger on your nose. If a player can’t
comply with all of them, they’re out of the game.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG GMUY..........................................$11.99

ABSOLUTE POWER

Scheduled to ship in November 2022

The Silver Age has come and gone.
Superpowers now bring fear as often as
comfort and shades of gray cast the world
in shadow, muting the shining colors of
yesteryear. Villans have become stronger,
and their influence is felt in every nation.
The need for heroes is greater than ever.
Can you balance superhuman gifts with
humility, compassion, and hope? Do you
have what it takes to resist the ever-present
lure of Absolute Power? Welcome to the
Absolute Power superhero role-playing
game - the second edition of 2002’s Silver
Age Sentinels RPG.
GGD JPG830...................................... PI

BOOK TWO - ESSENTIALS

The Silver Age has come and gone.
Superpowers now bring fear as often as
comfort and shades of gray cast the world
in shadow, muting the shining colors of
yesteryear. Villans have become stronger,
and their influence is felt in every nation.
The need for heroes is greater than ever.
Can you balance superhuman gifts with
humility, compassion, and hope? Do you
have what it takes to resist the ever-present
lure of Absolute Power? Welcome to the
Absolute Power superhero role-playing
game - the second edition of 2002’s Silver
Age Sentinels RPG.
GGD JPG831...................................... PI

CHARACTER FOLIO

The Folio includes: a deluxe character sheet
with expanded areas for stats and descriptions;
sections for detailing your character’s abilities,
background, and personality; and journal
pages on which you can record your character’s
inner thoughts, secrets learned during each
session, and other important game notes. It’s
the ultimate 24-page journal for detailing
characters from any superhero campaign.
GGD JPG834............................................ PI

GAME SCREEN & ADVENTURE

It’s a sturdy, 4-Panel reference screen for Game Masters features a one-stop location for important
Absolute Power tables, wrapped in a stunning full-color panoramic battle scen on the front.
GGD JPG833	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
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ABSOLUTE POWER

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.

GAMES

SUSHI BOAT

CARDBOARD MINIS

Add over 100 heroes, villains, neutrals,
and aliens to your dynamic superpowered
RPG stories. These gorgeous illustrations
are printed on sturdy punchboards (die-cut
minis of several different sizes), ready to
be inserted into the included plastic bases.
GGD JPG838...................................... PI

DICE SET

GGD JPG836...................................... PI

Welcome to Sushi Boat! We are proud
to offer you the finest delicacies, handcrafted by our master sushi chef. Are you
new to conveyor belt sushi? You’ll love it!
Our chef creates masterpieces and places
them on the belt, which brings the sushi
right to you.Just grab whatever looks good
as it passes you by and enjoy! Our staff is
also on hand to help you if you need it. So
take a seat—it’s all you can eat! Scheduled
to ship in February 2023.
GGD JPG240...................................... PI

SUPERNAL STAR SEEDS

GMG 6068.................................$34.99
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DICE TOWER

With the Absolute Power Dice Tower, we
are packaging together a functional, yet
beautiful, constructible cardboard dice
tower. The tower represents the Guard’s
Olympian Tower headquarters, which opens
onto the streets of downtown Empire City.
GGD JPG837...................................... PI

VELLO’S CRYSTALIZED CREATIONS

GMG 6065.................................$34.99

PERFECT EDITION

The Silver Age has come and gone.
Superpowers now bring fear as often as
comfort and shades of gray cast the world
in shadow, muting the shining colors of
yesteryear. Villans have become stronger,
and their influence is felt in every nation. The
need for heroes is greater than ever. Can
you balance superhuman gifts with humility,
compassion, and hope? Do you have what
it takes to resist the ever-present lure of
Absolute Power? Welcome to the Absolute
Power superhero role-playing game - the
second edition of 2002’s Silver Age Sentinels
RPG. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
GGD JPG832	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

BANANYA

Get ready for Bananya, the cutest card game in
town about the kitty that lives in a banana! Two
to four players are trying to collect a full set of
Bananyas before their opponents.You and up to
3 other players draw cards, play cards to resolve
their effects, and force your opponents to put
cards in the litterbox - the first player to get all 10
Bananyas of the same type wins the game - but
only if they shout “Nya!” Scheduled to ship in
February 2023.
GGD JPG241...................................................PI

TRI-STAT CORE ROLE-PLAYING
GAME SYSTEM

This affordable, 224-page, pocketsized edition of the Tri-Stat System (the
foundation of both Absolute Power and
BESM Fourth Edition) offers a complete
role-playing game; no other books or
products are required to play (other
than up to four six-sided dice). This
single volume presents a comprehensive,
universal, multi-genre system that you
can use for your adventure scenarios at
any power level. Tri-Stat Core thus makes
for an affordable extra “tablecopy” of the
system. What this volume doesn’t offer is
fluff. Nothing but the Tri-Stat System at a
remarkable price! Scheduled to ship in
January 2023.
GGD JPG 840..................................... PI

THE WIZARD VAN’S STELLAR
STOWAWAYS

GMG 6067.................................$34.99

GOODMAN GAMES

DUNGEON CRAWL
CLASSICS DICE SETS

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
HOLIDAY MODULE #11 - CAME
THE MONSTERS OF MIDWINTER

HEIKI STRIKE ALTERNATIVE
FOIL CARD SET
NOV
2022
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Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
GGD JPG276...................................... PI

ELDRITCH RUIN

GMG 6066.................................$34.99

Star Notch, a town that keeps the
Sovereignight more joyful and true than
any other in all the Shudder Mountains, is
beset by a host of evils so horrible as to try
the faith of honest folk. When a group of
fiendish creatures strike at the town’s heart,
it’s up to our mountain heroes to vanquish
an ancient evil and restore the light of the
Divine to the hills. Scheduled to ship in
December 2022.
GMG 52022...............................$14.99

GREATER THAN GAMES

GRRRE GAMES

SPIRIT ISLAND: BRANCH AND
CLAW FOIL PANELS
FIFTH EDITION FANTASY #22:
CAVERNS OF THE SEA STRANGERS

A cache of invisible ice diamonds and an
overlord’s ransom in gold rilks - amid the
drunken revelry of midwinter solstice, Cold
Corner was never riper for a heist. But to
pull it off risks the ire the Snow Women and
their skalds - cruel axe-men eager for the
chance to prove their devotion to their cold
mistresses. And with the power to shape
cold - and the blinding blizzards, shattered
bones, and frozen bodies that must surely
follow – the sorceress matriarchs of the
Snow Clan are not to be trifled. Scheduled
to ship in December 2022.
GMG 5229...................................$9.99

Local magistrates hire your party to find a
pirate captain, suddenly active again after
having had disappeared for many years.
His trail leads to Catastrophe Rock, a
barren island surrounded by a dangerous
atoll known as a death trap for ships. You
must brave the dangerous waterway, find
the villain’s lair, and put an end to his
days of plunder and killing! But is there
something even more sinister behind the
recent spate of pillaged ships? Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
GMG 55522.................................$9.99

You have work to do, protecting your
island from Invaders, but there’s no reason
not to look good while you do it! This set
of Spirit Panels replaces each of the Spirit
Panels from the board game Spirit Island:
Branch and Claw expansion with premium
foil card versions of those same panels!
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
GTG SISL-FLBC..............................$2.95

NIDAVELLIR

Nidavellir, the Dwarf Kingdom, is
threatened by the dragon Fafnir. As
a venerable Elvaland, you have been
appointed by the King. Search through
every tavern in the kingdom, hire the most
skillful dwarves, recruit the most prestigious
heroes, and build the best battalion you can
to defeat your mortal enemy!
HBG BLNID-EN............................$44.99

You have work to do, protecting your island
from Invaders, but there’s no reason not to
look good while you do it! This set of Spirit
Panels replaces each of the Spirit Panels
from the board game Spirit Island: Feather
and Flame expansion with premium
foil card versions of those same panels!
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
GTG SISL-FLFF...............................$4.95

NIDAVELLIR: IDAVOLL EXPANSION
MUTANT CRAWL CLASSICS: #13
INTO THE GLOWING DEPTHS
DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
HORROR #8 - NIGHT OF
THE BOG BEAST

The alligator infested waterways of the
Twilight Marsh harbor a mystery. Last
year a child went missing for a week,
before being found deep within the
marshlands. So far from home, that it was
unimaginable as to how she could have
gotten there. Despite being questioned,
Little Idris said nothing. She only smiled.
You see, Little Idris has a secret…But
those events of last year refuse to remain
buried, and something ancient has been
released in the swamp. Scheduled to ship
in November 2022.
GMG 53022.................................$9.99

A menace awakens in the irradiated
ocean depths of Terra A.D., one desiring
the conquest of the lands above. Standing
between an army of mutant genetic
experiments and world domination is an
isolated research facility miles beneath
the ocean’s surface. From within that
remnant of the ancient times, a most
unusual intelligence seeks heroes to act
on its behalf. The characters soon find
themselves in a hostile environment, beset
by enemies on all sides, but with rich
rewards awaiting them if they can prevent
the mutant army’s conquest. Scheduled to
ship in December 2022.
GMG 6223...................................$9.99

MUTANT CRAWL CLASSICS: #14
MAYHEM ON THE MAGTRAIN

It’s thrills on wheels as the Seekers find
themselves trapped aboard a runaway train!
The robotic conductor has lost contact with
its engineer subroutine, so it falls upon the
“stowaways” to stop their out-of-control
journey. All that’s standing between them and
victory is a train filled with hungry mutant
worms, a railcar threatening to jump the
tracks, and a sentient AI who refuses to be
deactivated! Stow your luggage overhead and
buckle up for a wild journey across Terra A.D.
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
GMG 6224.........................................$9.99

SPIRIT ISLAND: FOIL PANELS

You have work to do, protecting your island
from Invaders, but there’s no reason not to
look good while you do it! This set of Spirit
Panels replaces each of the Spirit Panels
from the board game Spirit Island with
premium foil card versions of those same
panels! Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
GTG SISL-FLCR..............................$9.95

Idavoll is the second expansion for
Nidavellir. During the first three rounds
of the Age 1, the second tavern offers
Mythical Animals, Aesir, Valkyries, and
Giants, which add an additional round
to the game. Each new type of card also
adds never-before-seen effects. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
HBG GRIDA01EN........................$19.99
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SPIRIT ISLAND: FEATHER AND
FLAME FOIL PANELS
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DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
LANKHMAR #14 - THIEVES OF
COLD CORNER

SPIRIT ISLAND: JAGGED EARTH
FOIL PANELS

You have work to do, protecting your
island from Invaders, but there’s no reason
not to look good while you do it! This set
of Spirit Panels replaces each of the Spirit
Panels from the board game Spirit Island
Jagged Earth expansion with premium
foil card versions of those same panels!
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
GTG SISL-FLJE...............................$9.95

NIDAVELLIR:
THINGVELLIR EXPANSION

Thingvellir is an expansion and requires
the basic game Nidavellir to play it.
HBG BLTHI-EN.............................$19.99
NOV
2022
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ANIMAL POKER
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Animal Poker, first released as Career Poker, offers
each player a job at the firm of Crazy & Co. The
positions within the company are constantly changing.
So the boss’s chair can start wobbling, and before you
know it the journeyman is calling the shots. But beware!
The last one left sitting on their cards gets stuck with the
dirty work and is the dishwasher. Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
LUM HG010E................................................$17.99

SWEET & SPICY
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Encyclopedia is a dice-based worker
placement game. At the beginning of each
round, you’ll be drawing and rolling dice,
then placing them on your player board.
These dice can then be used to perform an
action each turn, depending on their color
and value. Your action can be preparing
your expeditions by going to the Embassy,
visiting the Bank to raise funds, or hiring
your research team at the University.
Once you’re ready to go, you’ll choose
the Animal cards you wish to study, then
organize expeditions to observe them in
their natural habitats. Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
LUM ENC01EN............................$59.99

Sweet & Spicy is a bluffing card game for
2-6 players and the kid-friendly variant
of Spicy. Instead of Wasabi you can
now play with Lemon and there is a new
card in the game: The SUPER-JOKER. But
the game principle remains the same.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LUM HG011E..............................$17.99

HORRIBLE GUILD

HUNGRY MONKEY

Hungry Monkey is a card game where the goal is to
get rid of your hand cards and collect beans. You have
animal cards both in hand and in a face-down row.
You must be the first to play all your cards, first from
your hand and then from your card row. Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
LUM HG012E................................................$17.99

RALLYMAN: DIRT

Rallyman: DIRT is a roll and move racing game,
so to move around the track, you’ll be rolling
dice! Each player will have a mixture of Gear,
Brake and Coast dice at their disposal to get their
car speeding along the track. Each die can only
be rolled once per turn. Each die has a certain
number of Warning symbols. If you get 3 in one
roll, you’ll lose control of your car, increasing
your time and potentially damaging your vehicle!
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LUM RAD01........................................$59.99
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In Distant Suns, you will try to get as
many victory points as possible over three
rounds. On your turn, you choose and
write a figure on a free Exploration Zone
and force your opponents to draw another
one on theirs. Encounter aliens, upgrade
your ship, discover treasure, and explore
black holes and the outer world of the
cosmos to become the most famous space
explorer of the galaxy! The player with the
most victory points after three rounds wins!
IEL 51956....................................$21.99

KING OF MONSTER ISLAND

EVERGREEN

In Evergreen, your goal is to build a lush
ecosystem by planting seeds, growing
trees, and placing other natural elements
on your planet, trying to make it the
greenest and most fertile of all. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
LUM HG142................................$49.99

King of Monster Island is a co-op game
that pits all players against the dangerous
Lavalord and its minions. Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
IEL 70029....................................$69.99

KOLOSSAL GAMES

IELLO

LOST EMPIRES:
WAR FOR THE NEW SUN
SPICY

NOV

DISTANT SUNS

Spicy is a bluffing card game for 2-6 players. The
cards are played face down, so you can cheat when
you announce your card. That said, this clever card
game isn’t just about bluffing for you can almost
always play a card that is at least half right if you
cleverly play your hand. This means tactically deciding
which card to use to get through: Do I play a “Pepper
10” or a color wild on a “Wasabi 9” and declare it
a “Wasabi 10”? Or do I better pass because surely
someone has noticed me thinking for so long now?
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LUM HG006E..............................................$17.99

BREAK THE CUBE

Break the Cube is the multiplayer puzzle
solving game that will let you go brain-tobrain with your friends! To compete, you
will need to build the most complex shape
possible behind your screen.
IEL 51951....................................$18.99

Lost Empires is a head-to-head, carddriven area control game with a focus
on tactical movement and deck design.
Each player chooses a faction to play, and
using the cards available to that faction,
constructs an 18-card deck with which you
do battle. You earn artifacts by controlling
objectives and destroying elite enemy units
augmented with alien technology. Once
you have collected sufficient artifacts, you
use them to construct a Wormgate. The
first person to build a Wormgate, wins the
war for the new sun. Scheduled to ship in
January 2022.
KLG LOS001...............................$25.00

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG

AMAZING DEFENDERS
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

KON 85916	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $16.99

DARK MAGICIAN
GIRL 9-POCKET
DUELIST PORTFOLIO

DARK MAGICIAN
GIRL CARD CASE

KON 85912........... $4.99

KON 85914........... $9.99

DARK MAGICIAN
GIRL CARD SLEEVES
PACK (50)

KON 85910........... $4.99

LA BOITE À JEU
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DARK MAGICIAN GAME MAT
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Three unique new themes are ready
for action in Amazing Defenders!
This 60-card set gives you new ways
to build up mighty monsters that can
dominate Duels. Each theme has
a unique gameplay style to enjoy,
so try out all 3 and see which one
is your favorite! Here’s a taste of
things to come: A fully equipped
rescue vehicle that’s first on the
scene! It’s got all the tools you need
to survive and overcome any threat.
An Xyz Monster that needs a little
TLC to reach its full potential! Raise
it well and there’s nothing you can’t
accomplish together. NOTE: This item
is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85919	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$107.76

IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND

Open Leon’s souvenir box and discover
his amazing life! The 100 cards of the
game are as many memories to mime,
in the palm of the hand of other players,
using 11 different objects. Focus on
the sensations you felt to find the right
memory! A touching game! Scheduled to
ship in May 2022.
HBG BLINT-EN.............................$37.99

NOV
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LOKE

CASTLES CRYPTS & CAVERNS:
BOOK OF BATTLE MATS

GAMES

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
LBM 032.....................................$46.99

MAGPIE GAMES

AVATAR LEGENDS RPG

DELUXE BOOK

MPG 031	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$99.99

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.

CORE BOOK
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The core book is an 8.5”x11” hardcover book
featuring beautiful full-color art, all the core rules for
the game, information on playing your game in one
of five different eras, examples for quick and easy
play, and ten playbook archetypes.
MPG V01....................................................$49.99

COMBAT ACTION DECK

MPG C09....................................$19.99
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Trailblazer: The John Muir Trail takes place
over the course of twelve days/rounds of
hiking and backpacking along the John Muir
Trail (JMT). You will experience daily trail
encounters, choose to explore destinations
along the trail, acquire and manage natural
and personal resources, discover and observe
the sights and sounds of your environment,
adapt to ever-changing weather conditions,
and move along the entire trail, all while
wisely using the items in your backpack to
maximize your experience. Scheduled to ship
in February 2023.
MRG TB001	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $69.00

DICE PACK

CANTANKEROUS CATS

MPG V03....................................$24.99

You Are a Cat. You live in a House with your pet
Hoomin. Smother your Hoomin with Affection, then
score points for manufacturing Mischief in your house
without getting thrown out. You must accomplish this
while deftly deflecting the malicious machinations
of other Cats in the neighborhood. The first Cat to
score NINE Mischief Points is declared the winner!
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
MDL CC001............................................... $20.00

WAN SHI TONGS ADVENTURE GUIDE

The Wan Shi Tong’s Adventure Guide is an exciting
compilation of new adventure material and play
options. This 8.5”x11” hardcover book includes
expanded content featuring Wan Shi Tong himself!
MPG V02................................................... $39.99

PROSPERITEA

Scheduled to ship in September 2022.
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TRAILBLAZER:
THE JOHN MUIR TRAIL

MENTHA DESIGNS

ROOT: THE ROLEPLAYING GAME
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CLEARING BOOKLET

MPG 035................................................... $19.99

You own a tea shop. Like all artisans, you pride
yourself on your craftsmanship and strive to be the
most prestigious tea shop in the neighborhood.
Source ingredients, blend them into a wide variety
of teas, then sell your teas for instant profits or
display them in your window for prestige. Hand
crafted tea is a tight market and you won’t be able
to get by on your own. You’ll need to ask for favors
to fill the most demanding orders and secure the
most prestige. The shop with the most prestige at
the end of the game is the winner! Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
MDL PT001.............................................$25.00

THUG LIFE: THE BOARD GAME

Thug Life is a fast paced, brutal game of
street combat, resource management, and
running a criminal empire set in the mean
streets of urban America. As a Boss, you will
recruit Thugs into your gang, send them out
into the Streets to commit crimes, fight other
bosses, and hold down your turf to gain
respect. The first Boss to earn 13 points of
respect will be crowned king of the streets!
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
MDL TL001..................................$45.00

This first Mission Dossier for Achtung!
Cthulhu 2d20 contains the first five
adventures released following the RPG’s
launch: Under the Gun, Operation
Vanguard, Operation Falling Crystal,
The Romanian Imperative, and SeventhInnings Slaughter, plus a brand new,
never-seen-before mission, Operation
Eastbourne, specially written for this
compilation. From the White Cliffs of
Dover, to the Nazi-occupied Netherlands,
to the mists of the Scottish islands, to the
forgotten front of Romania, and even the
heart of the US homeland itself, you can
use this compilation to send your agents
on a rip-roaring rollercoaster ride through
the first thrilling phase of the Secret War.
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
MUH 0010203............................$35.00

DUNE RPG: ADVENTURES IN THE
IMPERIUM: MASTERS OF DUNE

Masters of Dune is an epic 166 page
campaign that can be run on its own or
as a continuation of the Agents of Dune
boxed set. Play as the renowned House
Nagara or create a new House of your
own to tame Arrakis. Over the campaign’s
nine explosive chapters your characters
will: Seek out the elusive Fremen to gain
their trust and allegiance, if you can
navigate their mysterious customs and
rituals. Engage in exciting space battles on
behalf of the mysterious Guild, taking on
lethal pirates in the void between worlds.
Visit the deadly House Harkonnen on the
industrial hellscape of Giedi Prime where
poison and treachery lie behind every
corner. Mine spice on Arrakis to quench
the insatiable need of the Imperium, even
though it can never be enough to satisfy the
hunger of the Known Universe. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
MUH 052392..............................$52.00

DUNE RPG: ADVENTURES IN THE IMPERIUM MASTERS OF DUNE COLLECTOR’S EDITION

Your House had claimed the wealth of Arrakis but can
they hold onto that power when so many want to take it
from them? You have already uncovered a deadly enemy,
but plenty more covet what you have worked so hard to
control. You are going to need allies, but who can you trust?
The mysterious Bene Gesserit, the elusive Spacing Guild,
or perhaps even the Emperor himself. But each faction has
their own agenda, and a knife in the shadows lies behind
every smile. Continuing the alternate “What if?” scenario
begun in Agents of Dune, the stakes become higher as
deadly enemies seek the downfall of your House to claim
Arrakis and the power of spice for themselves. The player
characters must leave the desert world of Arrakis and travel
across the Imperium to get the support they need to fight
their enemies. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
MUH 060194	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $81.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

ACHTUNG! CTHULHU 2D20:
MISSION DOSSIER 1 BEHIND ENEMY LINES
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MYTHIC GAMES
ENCHANTERS

In the fantasy card-drafting game
Enchanters, you create an artifact
and upgrade it each turn. Every
card you take retains some of its
power. As you grow stronger,
you can take on more powerful
monsters and, if you plan well,
even defeat a dragon. Scheduled
to ship in December 2022.
MYT ENCH16EN	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $35.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

NORD GAMES
FALLOUT RPG: PERK CARDS

Whether you want to be a dexterous
charmer, a hardy bruiser, or anything inbetween, Fallout’s perks are designed to
help build a better you. Create an original
character and enhance their skills with
unique advantages to give them the edge!
With this card pack, your choices are
easily tracked and referenced. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
MUH 0580204............................$22.00

INFINITY RPG: SHIPS
OF THE HUMAN SPHERE

The Seccond Race for the Stars is far
behind us. Now it is time to reap the
rewards and reach for Infinity and conquer
the galaxy! Never has humanity had such
a variety of vessels to explore, colonise,
trade, and enjoy the void between the
stars as today. The constant expansion
of the Human Sphere is firmly based on
its exploring, travelling, and controlling
capabilities made real thanks to the vast
variety of spaceships, from planetary
shuttles to Intra-system probes and the allmight behemoths–the Circulars. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
MUH 050218..............................$25.00

DANGEROUS DESTINATIONS
HARDCOVER

INFINITY RPG: HYPERCORPS

The corporate battlefields of the Human
Sphere are as vicious as a Friday night
at the Gambate Cantina and as deadly
as Paradiso’s Cauchemar cats. From the
top-tier lobby backstabbing in Santiago
di Neoterra and Concilium Prima to
the very real backstabbing among
Submondo’s most vicious criminals, the
hypercorps’ influence permeates every
aspect of humanity’s existence. Leviathans
of apparent corruption, lacking soul and
empathy, the hypercorp is the epitome
of all of society’s sins and injustice, or so
the hard-line terrorists rant in the deep
corners of Maya and Arachne. Yet, the
hypercorps sustain billions of people all
around the galaxy, and no matter what the
general consensus, they are here to stay
for the hypercorp is the very essence of
the Human Sphere. Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
MUH 050221..............................$25.00

INFINITY RPG: TECHNOLOGY OF
THE HUMAN SPHERE

The Human Sphere, the imminent future
of humanity, shines forth with all the
magnificence of the technology at the
service of the greater good! Enter a world
where pervasive domotics and augmented
reality have long since ceased to be a
luxury. Discover what it takes to be on top
of what is hot and what is cool in fashion,
leisure, transportation, and lifestyle
amenities in a world where consumerism is
the ultimate lifestyle choice. Make yourself
comfortable and let your faithful geist
set you up with some nice background
music while you consider the advantages
of trading in your body for a new, more
advanced model or simply upgrade with
one of the myriad colourful augmentations.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
MUH 050217..............................$25.00

MONTE COOK GAMES
PLANAR BESTIARY (5E)
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Dangerous Destinations is the definitive
guide to creating intriguing and dynamic
destinations for storytelling and fantasy
roleplaying
games.
Following
the
same model as our best-selling book,
Spectacular
Settlements,
Dangerous
Destinations contains an easy-to-use, step
by step builder system. Scheduled to ship
in November 2022.
NRG 2107..................................$60.00

The planes are home to untold numbers of strange and
dangerous creatures. This hefty hardcover for 5E details
scores of monsters from across the planes, as well as
those that might be encountered in Timeborne, along
the the Path, or traveling themselves among the planes.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
MKG 327.......................................................$44.99

THE ORACLE STORY
GENERATOR BOX SET

The Oracle Story Generator Box Set
contains all 5 of the individual decks in
one package. Decks in Box: Contracts
and Bounties, Epic Adventures, Political
Intrigue, Relics and Artifacts, and Simple
Sidequests. Each deck contains enough
outcomes to create over 250 million
different combinations, so the entire set
can be used to create over one billion
story combinations! Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
NRG 2109..................................$50.00

OINK GAMES
ORDER OVERLOAD: CAFE

You and your fellow players work in a coffee shop in
Order Overload: Cafe, and to keep your jobs, you need
to keep a handle on all the orders coming in. Will you
be able to make the right drinks? Scheduled to ship in
January 2022.
ONK OOC....................................................... $23.00

ORIGAMI WHALE

DANGER THE GAME

The first victim is the person who lives the most
dangerously. Each of the other players is called a
rescuer. The victim draws and reveals a danger card
containing the perilous situation they are caught in.
The rescuers then place one skill card and one tool
card from their hands which they will utilize to save
the victim. Each Rescuer then presents their rescue
plan and the Victim awards the Danger card to the
Rescuer with the best plan. The first person to win
three Dangers is the winner. Scheduled to ship in
December 2022.
OWG 01000............................................ $27.99

PAIZO PUBLISHING

Prepare for the fight of your life! The Ruby Phoenix Tournament gathers the most talented
martial artists, mages, and misfits from around the world to compete on a world stage.
The grand prize? Winner’s choice of a priceless treasure from the vault of Hao Jin, the
Ruby Phoenix, herself! This hardcover compilation includes all three adventures of the
popular Fists of the Ruby Phoenix Adventure Path in one epic book. Explore a complete
adventure for 11th- to 20th-level characters, plus fantastic gazetteers, inspiring character
options, dozens of creatures, and more! Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
HARDCOVER PZO 2035	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $54.99
SPECIAL EDITION PZO 2035-SE	���������������������������������������������������������������������� $74.99

GAMES

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE - FISTS OF THE RUBY PHOENIX (P2)

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH
- GATEWALKERS PART 1 THE SEVENTH ARCH (P2)

PATHFINDER RPG: FISTS
OF THE RUBY PHOENIX
BATTLE CARDS (P2)

Get ready for the fight of a
lifetime with this collection of
200 reference cards featuring
every creature and combatant
from the Fists of the Ruby Phoenix
Adventure Path! Each 4 x 6 card
is printed on sturdy cardstock
and features a beautiful, full-color
image of an enemy on one side
and the enemy’s combat statistics
on the other. Show your players
who’s on the other side of the ring while keeping your villains’ stats at the ready for every
exhibition match, monster encounter, and epic brawl in the Ruby Phoenix Tournament!
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
PZO 2235	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $42.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT ALIEN RUINS

Whether it’s a partially buried space ship that
crash landed eons ago, or a strange landscape
of eerie architecture not of this world, these alien
ruins will surely fill your game with mystery and
wonder. This line of gaming maps provides
ready-to-use and captivatingly detailed fantasy
set pieces for the busy Game Master. The next
time your players stumble across something out
of this world, these maps have you covered.
With Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Alien Ruins, you’ll
be ready the next time your players stumble
upon the truly unexpected! Scheduled to ship in
January 2023.
PZO 30127.......................................$16.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

The Seventh Arch is a Pathfinder adventure for
four 1st-level characters. This adventure begins
the Gatewalkers Adventure Path, a threepart monthly campaign in which a team of
paranormal investigators unravel the mystery
behind a mass amnesic episode which left
them with lost memories and strange powers.
This adventure also includes a gazetteer of
adventure sites on the alien world of Castrovel,
the Green Planet; new rules options perfect for
paranormalist adventurers; and strange new
creatures to befriend or bedevil your players.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
PZO 90187.......................................$26.99
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PATHFINDER RPG: LOST OMENS
- ANCESTRY GUIDE HARDCOVER
(SPECIAL EDITION) (P2)
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Remember who you are! The Age of Lost Omens
is filled with people of all types, including more
than just those of common ancestries. Lost
Omens Ancestry Guide places the spotlight on
the uncommon and rare ancestries of the Inner
Sea (like geniekin, androids, kitsune, sprites,
and more!), providing information on their
cultures and place in the world. The book also
expands on the rules options for these ancestries
and versatile heritages. Finally, Lost Omens
Ancestry Guide also features new ancestries and
versatile heritages including some that are brand
new, as well as old favorites from throughout
Golarion! This deluxe special edition is bound in
faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements
and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
PZO 9308-SE	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $59.99

STARFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT
MULTI-PACK - BASIC TERRAIN

From familiar urban areas to new alien
worlds, adventures in the Starfinder RPG
can take place just about anywhere!
Starfinder Flip-Mat: Basic Terrain MultiPack contains two double-sided maps,
each featuring a different subtle texture—a
grassy plain, a mountain stream, a stretch
of asphalt, and clean, tiled floor—that
provide you a blank canvas to draw any
area of exploration, terrestrial battlefield,
or adventure set piece you desire.
cheduled to ship in January 2023.
PZO 7335...................................$26.99

HISUIAN ELECTRODE V BOX

Take your opponent by surprise and
execute an explosive comeback with
Hisuian Electrode V! This Grass-type
Pokémon gets more powerful when
affected by Special Conditions, so don’t
be afraid to take some risks! You’ll find
Hisuian Electrode V as a foil promo card
in playable and oversize versions, along
with a foil card featuring the Lightningtype Electrode from the Kanto region. Even
more awesome Pokémon await inside a
handful of booster packs!
PUI 29085121..................................... PI

MEW VMAX LEAGUE BATTLE DECK

Team up with the adorable Mew VMAX
and finish opponents with a force of Fusion
Strike firepower! This Pokémon VMAX is
yours in this powerful, League-ready deck
for skilled Trainers and Pokémon TCG
players. With a slew of cards including
premium foil cards, sought-after power
cards, and a well-tuned set of Pokémon
and Trainer cards, the Mew VMAX League
Battle Deck does more than feature one of
the most popular Pokémon of the Kanto
region: it puts together all the elements to
support you in your next match against
friends and neighbors, in person or online!
PUI 29085112..................................... PI

POKÉMON USA

POKÉMON TCG
COLLECTOR CHEST (2022)

This sturdy metal case contains more
than a dozen special Pokémon goodies,
including many not found anywhere
else. The Pokémon Trading Card Game
Collector Chest includes: 5 Pokémon
TCG booster packs, 3 foil cards featuring
Hisuian Voltorb, Hisuian Growlithe, and
Hisuian Sneasel, a cool Pokémon coin,
4 colorful sticker sheets, a mini portfolio
to store your favorite cards, a Pokémon
notebook, and a code card for Pokémon
TCG Live.
PUI 21085115..................................... PI

STACKABLE TIN (FIGHTING/FIRE/DARKNESS) DISPLAY (6)

Choose a tin that matches your type: fierce Fighting type, scorching Fire type, or shadowy
Darkness type! This handy Pokémon TCG: Stacking Tin stacks neatly with others and
contains: 3 Pokémon TCG booster packs and 1 Pokémon coin. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 21086080	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD & SHIELD - SILVER TEMPEST

HISUIAN
ZOROARK
VSTAR PREMIUM
COLLECTION

Filled with spite and
malice,
Hisuian
Zoroark
uses
illusions to confuse
its opponents and
play tricks on them,
but it becomes an
invaluable ally once you earn its trust. This Premium Collection is just what
you need to get Hisuian Zoroark on your side as a Pokémon VSTAR, along
with a copy of Hisuian Zoroark V to get it into play faster. You’ll also find
an oversize version of Hisuian Zoroark VSTAR that’s suitable for display, a
bunch of Pokémon TCG booster packs, and more!
PUI 29085172....................................................................................PI

SILVER TEMPEST BOOSTER BUNDLE CASE (25)

Expand your collection with this Booster Bundle containing six booster
packs from Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield Silver Tempest!
PUI 18385154....................................................................................PI

SILVER TEMPEST BOOSTER
DISPLAY (36)

GAMES

An ominous rumble echoes in
the distance, and Lugia VSTAR
emerges from the ocean’s
depths to answer its call!
Uncharted territory lies waiting
to be explored alongside Alolan
Vulpix VSTAR, while Serperior,
Unown, and Mawile join the
expedition as Pokémon VSTAR,
and a legendary battle awaits as
Regieleki VMAX and Regidrago
VSTAR awaken from slumber.
Discover powerful partnerships
in the Trainer Gallery, and set
a course for adventure with
the Pokémon TCG: Sword &
Shield—Silver Tempest expansion! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 18386091	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
SILVER TEMPEST BUILD &
BATTLE BOX DISPLAY (10)

SILVER TEMPEST
BUILD & BATTLE STADIUM

Build two decks with a friend—and
then play right away! This Pokémon
TCG: Sword & Shield—Silver
Tempest Build & Battle Stadium
contains a massive set of cards,
including two Build & Battle Boxes.
Each Build & Battle Box contains four
booster packs and a 40-card deck
that includes an exclusive foil card.
You can play these decks right out of
the box or enhance them with cards
from the booster packs. Get ready to face your opponents in the Build & Battle Stadium!
PUI 18385108	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
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An ominous rumble echoes in the distance, and
Lugia VSTAR emerges from the ocean’s depths to
answer its call! Uncharted territory lies waiting to
be explored alongside Alolan Vulpix VSTAR, while
Serperior, Unown, and Mawile join the expedition
as Pokémon VSTAR, and a legendary battle awaits
as Regieleki VMAX and Regidrago VSTAR awaken
from slumber. Discover powerful partnerships in
the Trainer Gallery and set a course for adventure
with the Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield—Silver
Tempest expansion! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
PUI 18386105................................................. PI

SILVER TEMPEST CHECKLANE BLISTERS CARTON (16)

An ominous rumble echoes in the distance, and Lugia VSTAR emerges from the ocean’s
depths to answer its call! Uncharted territory lies waiting to be explored alongside Alolan
Vulpix VSTAR, while Serperior, Unown, and Mawile join the expedition as Pokémon
VSTAR, and a legendary battle awaits as Regieleki VMAX and Regidrago VSTAR awaken
from slumber. Discover powerful partnerships in the Trainer Gallery, and set a course for
adventure with the Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield—Silver Tempest expansion! NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 18385097	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
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POKÉMON TCG: SWORD &
SHIELD - ULTRA-PREMIUM
COLLECTION - CHARIZARD

SILVER TEMPEST ELITE TRAINER BOX
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An ominous rumble echoes in the distance,
and Lugia VSTAR emerges from the ocean’s
depths to answer its call! Uncharted territory
lies waiting to be explored alongside Alolan
Vulpix VSTAR, while Serperior, Unown, and
Mawile join the expedition as Pokémon
VSTAR, and a legendary battle awaits as
Regieleki VMAX and Regidrago VSTAR
awaken from slumber. Discover powerful
partnerships in the Trainer Gallery, and set a
course for adventure with the Pokémon TCG:
Sword & Shield—Silver Tempest expansion!
PUI 18385107	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI
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Celebrate the Sword & Shield Series
and the era of Pokémon V, Pokémon
VMAX, and Pokémon VSTAR with a
hotshot who knows how to put all that
power to good use! Charizard turns
up the heat as a trio of promo cards
with an etched foil treatment, and its
Gigantamax form shows off blazing
style on a playmat, metal coin, and
set of card sleeves. Metal dice and
condition markers round out this
ultimate set of gameplay accessories. And as you open the huge stack of booster packs
inside this box, take a journey through the Sword & Shield Series with an original booklet
full of images and stats!
PUI 29085111	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

PRIVATEER PRESS

WARMACHINE

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

SILVER TEMPEST SLEEVED BOOSTER CASE (144)

An ominous rumble echoes in the distance, and Lugia VSTAR emerges from
the ocean’s depths to answer its call! Uncharted territory lies waiting to be
explored alongside Alolan Vulpix VSTAR, while Serperior, Unown, and
Mawile join the expedition as Pokémon VSTAR, and a legendary battle
awaits as Regieleki VMAX and Regidrago VSTAR awaken from slumber.
Discover powerful partnerships in the Trainer Gallery, and set a course
for adventure with the Pokémon TCG: Sword & Shield—Silver Tempest
expansion! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 18387092	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

SILVER TEMPEST
THREE-BOOSTER
BLISTER CARTON
(24)

An ominous rumble
echoes in the distance,
and Lugia VSTAR
emerges from the
ocean’s depths to
answer
its
call!
Uncharted territory lies
waiting to be explored
alongside
Alolan
Vulpix VSTAR, while
Serperior,
Unown,
and Mawile join the
expedition as Pokémon VSTAR, and a legendary battle awaits as Regieleki VMAX
and Regidrago VSTAR awaken from slumber. Discover powerful partnerships
in the Trainer Gallery, and set a course for adventure with the Pokémon TCG:
Sword & Shield—Silver Tempest expansion! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 18387096	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

KHADOR WINTER KORPS CORE
ARMY STARTER (RESIN)
HORRUSKH, THE
THOUSAND WRATHS
ORGOTH WARCASTER (RESIN)

PIP 24000.................................$192.99

PIP 22003...................................$15.99

KAPITAN EKATERINA BARANOVA
KHADOR WARCASTER (RESIN)

PIP 24003...................................$12.99

MAJOR ANSON WOLFE CYGNAR
WARCASTER (RESIN)

PIP 21003...................................$12.99

PUREARTS
ASSASSIN’S CREED:
ORLOG DICE GAME

Played extensively by the Norsemen
and Anglo-Saxons in every city of
Assassin’s Creed Valhalla, Orlog
is played by two players who use
dice rolls and bonus effects to
claim victory over their opponent.
Players roll dice to generate attacks
and acquire tokens for God favors
- using a combination of both for
attacking and regaining health.
Players roll their dice up to 3 times
per round, then resolve the effects.
Play continues until one player has
lost all their Health stones. Will
you earn the favor of the Gods and receive their blessings to win? Scheduled to ship in
November 2022.
HBG PA001OR	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

Q-WORKSHOP

CHRISTMAS DICE SET

OH REALLY?

In Oh Really?, players try to correctly guess
the order of preference of other players
among 5 completely different topics. The
more accurately your guesses are, the more
points you score. Oh Really? brings laughter,
discussions and small discomforts, all of which
can be a great icebreaker for your dinners,
parties or even on a date! With 200 different
topics to choose from, each game will be
unique and each choices can be hard to
make. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG AO01EN.................................$19.99

QWS SXMS4X..................................................$14.00

SEASONS OF ARCADIA

THE WITCHER DICE SET (7 + COIN)

Seasons of Arcadia is a deeply strategic
yet very approachable game. Players
assume the roles of powerful Faerie Lords,
each attempting to dominate the entire
year with their seasonal magic. The goal
is simple; be the first to place all twelve of
your lords on the board to achieve victory.
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
RDG SOAR..................................$39.99

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

GAMES

RATHER DASHING
GAMES

RAVENSBURGER

QWS SWVE74............................$23.00

VESEMIR - THE SWORD MASTER

QWS SWVE4A...........................$23.00

THE CASTLES OF TUSCANY

THE WISE WITCHER

QWS SWVE4Y.......................................... $23.00

Love the The Castles of Burgundy, but looking
for a lighter game? Look no further! The Castles
of Tuscany offers thesame tile placement- and
victory point-based gameplay ina shorter, more
streamlined experience. Stellar gameplayand
gorgeous artwork make The Castles of Tuscany
amust-own for fans of alea and euro-style games.
RVN 26916............................................$46.99

RANDOLPH
DISNEY JUNGLE CRUISE
ADVENTURE GAME

Attention Skippers! Family seeks experienced
skipper for safe, speedy voyage along
perilous jungle river to Jungle Navigation
Company
Headquarters.
Esteemed
Company owner Alberta Falls will announce
one of four families as temporary Company
caretakers before going on sabbatical, and
we’re in the running! Since we might be your
future bosses, if you keep us on board, we’ll
do the same for you. Payment dependent on
arrival of cargo and passengers… preferably
in one piece.
RVN 60001898	��������������������������������������PI

LINKTO FOOD

Linkto Food is a co-operative trivia game
in which players team up to find the key
amongst the 50 cards that feature unique
food art. It offers five levels of difficulty in
the game as well as a competitive mode
for those who want it. Together, players
link all 49 clue cards to the 50 word cards.
They then discover whether the remaining,
unlinked word card is the key to their victory,
validating its code with the answer card
to know whether they’ve won the game!
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG RANLTC01EN......................$12.99

LINKTO TRAVEL

Linkto Travel is a co-operative trivia game
in which players team up to find the key
amongst the 50 cards that feature unique
travel art. It offers five levels of difficulty in
the game as well as a competitive mode
for those who want it. Together, players
link all 49 clue cards to the 50 word cards.
They then discover whether the remaining,
unlinked word card is the key to their victory,
validating its code with the answer card
to know whether they’ve won the game!
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG RANLTV01EN......................$12.99

GRAVITRAX: STARTER SET SPEED

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

VESEMIR - THE OLD WOLF

With the GraviTrax interactive track system,
you can design and build your own marble
runs and experiment with gravity, magnetism,
and kinetics to propel your marble to the
finish. With a variety of tiles, levels, tracks
and elements, you can control the speed of
the marble.The open-play concept offers
NOV
endless possibilities to design a different
2022
track every time you play. Add flair and
speed to your tracks with expansion sets and
25
action accessories. Experience the power of gravity with this epic marble run toy.
RVN 27412	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $89.99

NOV

2022
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GAMES

GAMES
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NOV

2022
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RESONYM GAMES

RETROGRADE

GAMES

Retrograde is a real-time roll-and-write inspired
by classic 80s arcade games. Evil Astrodroids
are invading earth. Grab the joystick and blast
as many as you can. Can you get the high
score? Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
RES RTRO01.......................................$29.95

STAY COOL

The Multitasking Game. Stay Cool is
easy… You just have to do everthing at
once! Quickly answer the first player’s
questions… While answering the second
player’s questions with dice! And keep an
eye on the sand timer to flip it at the right
time! Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG SC01EN..............................$24.99

SCORPION MASQUÉ

SUSPECTS

Suspects is a range of investigation games
with streamlined rules and plots centered
on the psychology of the characters in
the style of Agatha Christie’s novels. The
first opus, will feature the ingenious and
fearless Claire Harper in three stories
paying tribute to the great classics of
detective literature!
HBG STU011SU...........................$29.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

TURING MACHINE

DECRYPTO

Communicate Safely! In Decrypto, two
teams of 2 to 4 players compete against one
another to see who the best codemasters
are. Your goal: transmit codes to your
teammates without letting the opposing
team intercept them, while attempting to
intercept your opponents’ codes.
HBG DEC01EN............................$24.99

MASTER WORD

Master Word is a co-operative wordbased deduction game where players
have to work together to try to find a secret
word from a single starting hint. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
HBG MW01EN............................$24.99

Turing Machine is a fascinating and
competitive deduction game. It offers a
unique experience of questioning a protocomputer that works without electricity or
any sort of technology, paving the way for
a new generation of deduction games. The
Goal? Find the secret code before the other
players, by cleverly questioning the machine.
With Turing Machine, you’ll use an analog
computer with unique components made
of never-before-seen perforated cards.
The game offers more than seven million
problems from simple to mind-staggeringly
complex
combinations,
making
the
gameplay practically endless! Including the
original competitive mode, you can combine
your brain power as a team or try to beat the game itself while playing solo. Are you
ready for an intense cerebral gaming experience? Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG TM01EN	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $39.99

ZOMBIE KIDZ: EVOLUTION

Zombies have overrun your school! Gather
all your friends around this cooperative
game and work together to develop the
best strategy to drive off these horrible
creatures! Zombie Kidz Evolution is an
evolving game, the more you play and
complete special missions, ‘achievements’,
the more the game evolves. Zombie Kidz
Evolution is part of the Little Monsters
game collection.
HBG ZKE01EN............................$24.99

SIRIUS DICE

CELESTIAL RPG DICE SET (7)
FLASHBACK: ZOMBIE KIDS

Flashback: Zombie Kidz is an investigation
game using pictures. Embark on a cooperative adventure with other kids or
with your whole family in a world frozen
in time. Discover the whole story, bit by
bit, through the eyes of the characters
living it. Put together all the points of view
to discover clues, uncover and figure out
mysteries, and answer the final questions.
Explore the past to solve mysteries in the
NOV present, and change the future to save the
2022 world from horrible monsters! Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
28 HBG FB01EN...............................$29.99

OLÉ GUACAMOLE

Take turns saying a word that does
not contain any of the letters visible on
the table.. and which is related to the
previous word! It gets hard, because we
add a letter to each turn! Each turn, the
active player draws a card showing a
letter and puts it on the table next to the
previous ones. They now have 12 seconds
to find a word thematically linked to the
one told by the previous player which
doesn’t contain any of the letters shown
on the cards already drawn. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
HBG OG01EN.............................$12.99

AUTUMN DAWN

SDZ 0019-01..............................$15.99

OCEAN DUSK

SDZ 0019-02..............................$15.99

RAINBOW GOLD

SDZ 0019-05..............................$15.99

STARRY SKIES

SDZ 0019-03..............................$15.99

GAMES

SNOW GLOBE:
54MM D20 - HALLOWEEN

SDZ 0012-08..................................$60.00

STACKABLE D6 DICE (3)

SDZ 0008-05........................ $45.00

SCARECROW

SDZ 0008-06........................ $45.00

SORRY WE ARE FRENCH

GALILEO PROJECT

In Galileo Project, you play as the same
corporations involved in the events of
Ganymede and settle the four satellites
of Jupiter by acquiring robots from Earth
and Mars, recruiting experts, developing
technologies, and building superstructures.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
HBG SWGAL...............................$59.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

HAUNTED HOUSE

IKI

IKI: A Game of EDO Artisans, which
brings you on a journey through the
famed street of old Tokyo. Hear the voices
of Nihonbashi Bridge’s great fish market.
Meet the professionals, who carry out 700800 different jobs. Enter the interactivity of
the shoppers and vendors. Become one
with the townspeople.
HBG SWIKI..................................$54.99

NOV
2022

29

STEAMFORGED GAMES

HACK & SLASH 2:
WHACK AND SLASH

GAMES

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
SJG 5966........................................... $10.95

DARK SOULS: THE BOARD GAME TOMB OF GIANTS

Battle through a gripping dungeon crawl
campaign with this Daek Souls: The
Board Game core set. This board game
adaptation is filled with iconic Dark Souls
characters, monsters, and bosses, perfect
for existing and new Dark Souls fans.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
SFL DS-020......................................... PI

STUDIO H

DARK SOULS: THE BOARD GAME PAINTED WORLD OF ARIAMIS

Battle through a gripping dungeon crawl
campaign with this Dark Souls: The
Board Game core set. This board game
adaptation is filled with iconic Dark Souls
characters, monsters, and bosses, perfect
for existing and new Dark Souls fans.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
SFL DS-019......................................... PI

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

SHAMANS

NORTHGARD

Brave Viking warrior; you are embarking
upon a quest like no other. Optimise your
actions and manage precious resources
to eXplore, eXploit, eXpand, and
eXterminate. Deploy your special powers
for maximum strategic effect, and conquer
Northgard! To the victor, the spoils!
HBG 3071119-R01......................$89.99

OLTREE
CAR WARS: 2 PLAYER
STARTER SET BLUE/GREEN

This Starter Set has everything that two
players need to start play. A complete
redesign of the original game of
autoduelling, Car Wars Sixth Edition plays
faster and includes new plastic miniatures!
The dashboards and car bases are Blue
and Green. Comes with six pre-assembled,
unpainted minis: Scarab, Warhawk,
Hotshot, Hammer, Butcher, and Typhoon.
SJG 2406....................................$79.95

A complete redesign of the original game of
autoduelling, Car Wars Sixth Edition plays
faster and includes new plastic miniatures!
This Starter Set has everything that two
players need to start play. The dashboards
and car bases are Red and Yellow. Comes
with six pre-assembled, unpainted minis:
Dragon, Jackrabbit, Slipstream, Superflash,
Goblin, and Boomerang.
SJG 2405....................................$79.95

Oltree is a cooperative and narrative game
where each scenario, called Chronicle,
offers a rich and unique setting, with its
atmosphere, unique plot, friends and foes!
At the start of their turn, the Ranger rolls the
Adversity die to activate the personalises
decks of cards representing the different
aspects of the scenario. Depending on the
results new Adventure cards spawn on the
board, some villages fall prey to Issues,
Events offer temporary rule challenges or the
pages of the Chronicle turn, progressing the
storyline and unveiling some new challenges.
HBG 8138773 R-01	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $69.99

CÓATL: THE CARD GAME

THE ELDER FUTHARK DIE

30

CAR WARS: 2 PLAYER
STARTER SET RED/YELLOW

SYNAPSES GAMES

NOV Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
2022

You are a Shaman protecting the spirit
worlds from the threat of the shadows
since the dawn of time, but could the
danger come from your own ranks? Will
you be able to read through the schemes
of your corrupted rivals and find yourself
on the right side of this age-old struggle?
HBG STSHA-EN...........................$24.99

SJG 5900-24...............................$13.95

KILLER WHALE D6 DICE SET

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
SJG 5900-10.................................$8.95

In Cóatl The Card Game, players try to paint the
most beautiful and valuable serpent they can. The
serpent (or Cóatl) is made up of a Head, a Tail
and 8 Body cards. During their turn, players will
play 2 cards to create, then claim, any available
patterns on the Prophecy cards. If you complete
a Prophecy card that has already been claimed
by another player, you will steal it and display
it in front of you. You score more points if you
create the same pattern multiple times and you
may eventually be able to protect that Prophecy
card so that it can no longer be stolen. Scheduled
to ship in November 2022.
LUM CCG01ENFR.................................... $19.99

TABULA GAMES

TWOGETHER STUDIOS

SONS OF FAERIELL

Sons of Faeriell is a strategic eurogame
for 2 to 4 players, featuring a brilliant
potential traitor mechanic and multiple
endings. Faeriell is a verdant land of
forests, mountains and lakes, set at risk
by the menace of Corruption. All players
have to face this threat, while pursuing
their individual Achievements. If they
fail to constrain the rise of Corruption,
everyone loses the game. Collecting the
most Achievements, while avoiding this fatal
outcome, allows one player to win the game.
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
TBG B0610..................................$60.00

An expansion to the lighthearted, cooperative,
storytelling game created with The McElroy Family.
Based on the epically popular podcast & New York
Times best selling graphic novels. A jump-in, DMless introduction to role playing games. Scheduled
to ship in September 2022.
TWO 4003............................................. $14.95

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
COVER SERIES: KEYS FROM
THE GOLDEN VAULT

Oh no! Something terrible has happened: Santa Claus’ golden book has disappeared! It
contained a complete list of all the Christmas wishes. If the book isn’t found by Christmas
Eve, there will be nothing but sad faces around the tree on Christmas morning. It is up to
you to save Christmas - and time is of the essence! This advent calendar is an EXIT game
and an adventure story all in one. To find the golden book, you must open a little calendar
door everyday. Behind each, you will find a new exciting puzzle, the solution of which will
help you to move onto the next room. Only if you follow the clues and solve all 24 puzzles
will you find the thief and the book .. and save Christmas Scheduled to ship in July 2022.
TAK 681951	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.95

EXIT: THE RETURN TO
THE ABANDONED CABIN

Sinister riddle master Dr. Arthur Funbeq has
escaped from prison. The police ask for your
help, bringing you back to the infamous cabin
where it all began. The adventure begins again!
Scheduled to ship in June 2022.
TAK 692682...........................................$19.95

TRITON NOIR
ASSASSIN’S CREED:
BROTHERHOOD OF VENICE

Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood of Venice is
a co-operative miniature board game taking
place in the heart of the Italian Renaissance
through a story-driven campaign of 26
“memories” in Venice, in 1509. Choose your
assassins according to their unique abilities,
level up during the campaign, and unlock
new skills for each of them. Scheduled to
ship in November 2022.
LUM AC01................................$139.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
COVER SERIES: BIGBY PRESENTS:
GLORY OF THE GIANTS

Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
CHARACTER FOLIO
UPI 19794........................................... PI
PLAYMAT
UPI 19796........................................... PI
WALL SCROLL
UPI 19795........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: SECRET LAIR AUGUST 2022
NILS HAMM ARTIST SERIES
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.

CONTAGION ENGINE HOLOFOIL
PLAYMAT V2

SWORD OF TRUTH AND JUSTICE
HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT V4

UPI 19652........................................... PI

UPI 19654........................................... PI

DEEPGLOW SKATE HOLOFOIL
PLAYMAT V3

TIRELESS TRACKER HOLOFOIL
PLAYMAT V1

UPI 19653........................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

EXIT: ADVENT CALENDAR - THE HUNT FOR THE GOLDEN BOOK

Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
CHARACTER FOLIO
UPI 19786........................................... PI
PLAYMAT
UPI 19788........................................... PI
WALL SCROLL
UPI 19787........................................... PI

GAMES

THAMES & KOSMOS

THE ADVENTURE ZONE:
KIND OF A BIG DEAL EXPANSION

UPI 19651........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG:
FIGURINES FROM THE VAULT
LEGENDS - ELESH NORN

NOV
2022

Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
31
UPI 18501........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: PHYREXIA - ALL WILL BE ONE

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

Scheduled to ship in March 2023.

4-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19682........................................... PI
6FT TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 19655........................................... PI
8FT TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 19656........................................... PI
9-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19683........................................... PI
12-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19684........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX A
UPI 19674........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX B
UPI 19675........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V1
UPI 19676........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V2
UPI 19677........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V3
UPI 19678........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V4
UPI 19679........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX V5
UPI 19680........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES A
UPI 19666........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES B
UPI 19667........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V1
UPI 19668........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V2
UPI 19669........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V3
UPI 19670........................................... PI

100CT SLEEVES V4
UPI 19671........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES V5
UPI 19672........................................... PI
100CT SLEEVES X
UPI 19673........................................... PI
AR ENHANCED DOUBLE
SIDED PLAYMAT X
UPI 19664........................................... PI
ALCOVE FLIP X
UPI 19681........................................... PI
HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT
UPI 19665........................................... PI
PLAYMAT A
UPI 19657........................................... PI
PLAYMAT B
UPI 19658........................................... PI
PLAYMAT BLACK
UPI 19661........................................... PI
PLAYMAT BLUE
UPI 19660........................................... PI
PLAYMAT GREEN
UPI 19663........................................... PI
PLAYMAT RED
UPI 19662........................................... PI
PLAYMAT WHITE
UPI 19659........................................... PI
SPIRAL LIFE PAD X
UPI 19685........................................... PI
WALL SCROLL V1
UPI 19686........................................... PI
WALL SCROLL X
UPI 19687........................................... PI

BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT W
UPI 19781........................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT X
UPI 19782........................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT Y
UPI 19783........................................... PI
HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT
UPI 19785........................................... PI
PLAYMAT 1
UPI 19775........................................... PI
PLAYMAT 2
UPI 19776........................................... PI
PLAYMAT 3
UPI 19777........................................... PI
PLAYMAT 4
UPI 19778........................................... PI
PLAYMAT 5
UPI 19779........................................... PI
PLAYMAT A
UPI 19770........................................... PI
PLAYMAT B
UPI 19771........................................... PI
PLAYMAT C
UPI 19772........................................... PI
PLAYMAT D
UPI 19773........................................... PI
PLAYMAT E
UPI 19774........................................... PI
SPIRAL LIFE PAD
UPI 19763........................................... PI
TOKEN DIVIDERS WITH DECK BOX
UPI 19765........................................... PI
WALL SCROLL
UPI 19764........................................... PI

UPPER DECK

VALLEJO

FANTASY COLOR

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.

AZTEC DRAGONS

VAL 72306..................................$23.14

FIRE DRAGONS

VAL 72312..................................$23.14

PURPLE DRAGONS

VAL 72305..................................$23.14

LEGENDARY DBG: MARVEL MIDNIGHT SONS

The Midnight Sons bring a new dark
brand of justice to Legendary and join
the ever-growing pool of amazing Super
Heroes! Legendary Midnight Sons is a new
100-card set expansion for Legendary: A
Marvel Deck Building Game. Recruit the
Midnight Sons, fight against the unholy
hordes of the damned and save the souls
of humankind!
UDC 11195......................................... PI

FIGURE COLOR

Scheduled to ship in January 2023.

GERMAN FALLSCHIRMJAGER
MEDITERRANEAN THEATER WWII

VAL 70188..................................$23.14

VAN RYDER GAMES

GRAPHIC NOVEL
ADVENTURES

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: MARCH OF THE MACHINE
Scheduled to ship in June 2023.

4-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19760........................................... PI
6FT TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 19768........................................... PI
8FT TABLE PLAYMAT
UPI 19769........................................... PI
9-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19761........................................... PI
12-POCKET PRO-BINDER
UPI 19762........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX 1
UPI 19755........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX 2
UPI 19756........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX 3
UPI 19757........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX 4
UPI 19758........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX A
UPI 19750........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX B
UPI 19751........................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX C
NOV UPI 19752........................................... PI
2022
100+ DECK BOX D
UPI 19753........................................... PI
32
100+ DECK BOX E
UPI 19754........................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
100+ DECK BOX Z
UPI 19759........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 1
UPI 19745........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 2
UPI 19746........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 3
UPI 19747........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 4
UPI 19748........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES A
UPI 19740........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES B
UPI 19741........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES C
UPI 19742........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES D
UPI 19743........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES E
UPI 19744........................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES Z
UPI 19749........................................... PI
AR ENHANCED BLACK STITCHED
PLAYMAT Z
UPI 19784........................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT V
UPI 19780........................................... PI

SPACE JAM A NEW LEGACY:
SERVERVERSE SHOWDOWN

This quick and fun and strategy card
game ties in with the hit film Space Jam:
A New Legacy, and it features fan favorite
characters like Looney Tunes, LeBron
James and other members of the Tune
Squad and Goon Squad. The only way
you can escape the Serververse is to win
a game of basketball. Will your team will
be good enough to defeat Al-G Rhythm?
In Serververse Showdown, each player
needs to recruit their team of Looney Tunes
characters and basketball superstars like
LeBron James to compete in the Serververse
Showdown. The player with the most points
escapes the Serververse and wins!
UDC 99092......................................... PI

THE DARK MAGE

In The Dark Mage you will take on the
roll of a magician who wields dark
powers. Now, the opportunity has been
presented for ]you to gain even more
power! How can you resist? With the help
of your familiar, you must use your magic
intelligently and make difficult decisions,
not to mention avoiding the Magic hunters
that are looking for you.
VRG GNA18...............................$22.99

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
DRAGONLANCE WARRIORS OF KRYNN
BOARD GAME

In The Grand Tournament you’re a fighter
with special skills who has entered into the
biggest and greatest tournament of all.
Your true objective however, is not to win
but to find a fable artifact that is hidden
somewhere in the arena! Of course you’ll
need to advance in the tournament to give
yourself time to find the precious relic. Will
your name be enshrined in the history
books or be tossed into the dust bin instead?
VRG GNA19...............................$22.99

SHERLOCK HOLMES INTERNATIONAL

In Sherlock Holmes: International you will
take on the roll of either Sherlock or his
brother Mycroft as they embark on an
international journey. Use Sherlock’s wit
and intuition or Mycroft’s more “forceful”
approach as you interrogate suspects,
uncover evidence and solve the crimes!
VRG GNA16...............................$22.99

GAMES

THE GRAND TOURNAMENT

6 Highly detailed hero figures,
6 Hero Boards, 136 Plastic
unit markers, 10 Double-sided
Adventure tiles, 7 Custom Dice,
92 Tokens, 320 Cards, 7 Card
dividers, 1 storage tray, 1
Rulebook, 1 Scenario book, 1
Key Moments Tracker
WOC D09940000..........$79.99

SPACE BRIGADE

HOSTAGE NEGOTIATOR

Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

In a world ravaged by war, the actions of heroes can have world-altering
stakes. Defend the people of Kalaman against seemingly insurmountable
odds as Krynn prepares for war. The Dragon Armies are on the march,
their ranks swelled by ogres, minotaurs, and humans who seek a share
of the spoils, while rumors of the return of the Dark Queen’s dragons swirl
among the people.
HARDCOVER WOC D09910000................................................ $49.95
ALTERNATE HARDCOVER WOC D09920000	����������������������������� $49.95

CAREER EXPANSION

In this culmination of the Hostage Negotiator series, you will play ten years in the life of
a negotiator — that is, if you don’t retire in shame sooner. In each “year” or campaign
round of the game, you will resolve a career card that presents you with some narrative
event that relates to or could impact your career based on the choice you make. Then, in
most but not all years, you will be called to the scene of the latest hostage situation. Now,
the result of each negotiation will impact the overall campaign and you’ll be tracking
your career stress, your personal stress, your merit level (for promotions), and your rank,
among other things.
VRG 333	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.99

VERY SPECIAL GAMES
CHARTY PARTY

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: DRAGONLANCE SHADOW OF THE DRAGON QUEEN

Frequently described as “Cards Against
Humanity for nerds,” Charty Party cleverly
challenges players to create hilarious and
goofy charts. Gameplay is simple: for each
round, one player is selected to be the
“Judge” and flips over a chart card (with
topics ranging from age to drunkenness to
anxiety level). Everyone else anonymously
plays their funniest orange card to name the
“Y Axis” (vertical side) of the chart. The judge
presents each chart + card combo, and picks
a winner based on which one they found funniest!
VSG CPCORE	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $19.99

DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS RPG:
DRAGONLANCE SHADOW OF THE
DRAGON QUEEN
DELUXE EDITION
HARDCOVER

Get the Deluxe Dragonlance
experience with an exclusive
foil, alternate-art hardcover
adventure book, a Deluxe
Edition-exclusive DM screen,
and epic battlefield encounters
played through the connected
board game Dragonlance:
Shadow of the Dragon Queen available only in the Deluxe Edition.
WOC D09880000.................................................................. $144.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

In Space Brigade you are in charge of a squad
of elite soldiers. You and your team are sent to a
space station that has been overrun by Veleptors,
a race of dinosaur-like lizard men who want the
same thing you do… a one-of-a-kind lab sample!
Can you retrieve the valuable sample and get your
team safely off the station?
VRG GNA17........................................... $22.99
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ICONS OF THE REALMS
Scheduled to ship in March 2023.

DRAGONLANCE DRACONIAN WARBAND

WZK 96160	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $44.99

GAMES

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: STARTER COMMANDER
DECK CARTON (5)

99 cards and 1 foil-etched card. 10 double-sided tokens. 1 deck box.
WOC C99230000............................................................................................. PI

WIZKIDS/NECA

CRITICAL ROLE

Scheduled to ship in February 2023.

DRAGONLANCE DRAGON
ARMY WARBAND

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WZK 96247................................$44.99

MONSTERS OF EXANDRIA SET 03

WZK 74271................................$69.99

WZK 96248................................$44.99

VOX MACHINA BOXED SET

WZK 74276................................$69.99

SET 25 DRAGONLANCE
KENSALDI ON RED DRAGON

SET 25 DRAGONLANCE
BOOSTER BRICK (7)

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
WZK 96223........................ $169.93

Featuring a huge red dragon and a
removable rider that provides game
play flexibility. Intrepid heroes may
encounter a freestanding Kensaldi,
a horrifying red dragon, or Kensaldi
perched atop her red dragon mount.
Both the rider and the dragon make
for thrilling tabletop foes and unique
additions to miniature collections.
WZK 96225.......................... $89.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: CLASSIC COLLECTION MONSTERS D-F

Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
WZK 96243................................................................................................... $89.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ICONS OF THE REALMS
Scheduled to ship in August 2022.

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ICONS OF THE REALMS
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
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DRAGONLANCE KALAMAN
MILITARY WARBAND

ADVENTURE IN A BOX WERERAT DEN

WZK 96207................................$99.99

VOICES OF THE REALMS
BAND OF HEROES

WZK 96221................................$49.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
SPIDER-MAN
BEYOND AMAZING
BOOSTER BRICK

Your
favorite
friendly
neighborhood
superhero
is back in the new Marvel
HeroClix:
Spider-Man
Beyond
Amazing
set
bringing
more
webslinging, wall-crawling and
crime-fighting action to
HeroClix than ever before!
Celebrating six decades of
Spider-Man
adventures,
this 5-figure booster release
features characters from
across the Spider-Verse!

Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
WZK 84864	��������������������������������������������������������������������������� $169.99

CATAPULT FEUD: VIKINGS EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
WWI 720	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $39.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
SPIDER-MAN BEYOND AMAZING
DICE & TOKEN PACK

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
SPIDER-MAN BEYOND AMAZING
PLAY AT HOME KIT PETER PARKER

Play at Home Kits are a great way of
getting exciting figures and HeroClix maps
to players who may or may not be able
to visit their local game store. For the first
time, this Play at Home Kit comes with the
reutrn of a fan-favorite object with allnew gameplay as well as one of the most
exciting maps yet! Scheduled to ship in
February 2023.
WZK 84867................................$19.99

GAMES

Each new Dice and Token Pack has two
custom dice featuring a special logo
to match the set, and six action tokens
featuring fan-favorite characters! On
the reverse side of these action tokens,
players can find Bystander tokens to use
with figures in the set to help complete their
Marvel HeroClix: Spider-Man Beyond
Amazing collection. Scheduled to ship in
February 2023.
WZK 84869................................$14.99

CATAPULT FEUD: ARTIFICER’S
TOWER EXPANSION

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
SPIDER-MAN BEYOND AMAZING
MINIATURES GAME

Swing straight into the action with the
brand new Marvel HeroClix: Spider-Man
Beyond Amazing smash hit Miniatures
Game standalone experience! Spider-Man
teams up with Miles Morales, Spider-Gwen,
Spider-Woman and Spiderling to defend
New York City from Venom, Bullseye,
Shocker, Hydro-Man and Mysterio in
exciting
scenario-driven
gameplay!
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
WZK 84866................................$69.99

CATAPULT FEUD:
HYDRA EXPANSION

This massive, three-headed set piece is a
fully-functional, fireball-hurling Catapult
Feud siege engine A Capricious
Creature with All-New Gameplay. Any
player can entice the hydra to unleash
its new options on the tabletop, but
beware this creature is unpredictable!.
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
WWI 722.............................. $39.99

WYRD MINIATURES
SILICONVANIA

The Vampire Council is looking to hire a
new City Planner to turn Transylvania, into
the world’s newest tech haven! You and
your rivals are competing to land the job.
Create a diverse cityscape for vampire and
animal life, provide plenty of bloodbanks
for your citizens, secure contracts and
bring aboard the best specialists in the
industry. The race is on to present to the
Vampire Council the best plan to turn
Transylvania into SiliconVania! Scheduled
to ship in April 2023.
WZK 87572................................$39.99

MALIFAUX 3RD EDITIION
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.

MADNESS OF MALIFAUX

WYR 23034................................................ $28.00

WORLDWISE IMPORTS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Build your castles, set up your troops,
load your catapults and use your cunning
tactics to win the day! The War for the
Floor has begun once more! Catapult
Feud: Artificer’s Tower Expansion includes
a new weapon (the Mighty Plunger),
new Action cards, new ammunition (bee
hives!!) and bricks to help you build the
Artificer’s Tower! This expansion requires
Catapult Feud to play. Scheduled to ship in
September 2022.
WWI 703....................................$39.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
SPIDER-MAN BEYOND AMAZING
PLAY AT HOME KIT
MILES MORALES

Play at Home Kits are a great way of
getting exciting figures and HeroClix maps
to players who may or may not be able to
visit their local game store. With a clear
window to show off the character inside,
players know exactly what hero they are
getting when they pick up the Miles Morales
kit! Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
WZK 84912................................$19.99

RAVENCROFT CORE BOX
CALL OF THE WILD

Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
WWI 150....................................$15.99

WYR 23327................................$50.00

UNTOLD TALES

WYR 23330................................$35.00
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